What distinguishes the Islam-savvy from the Islam-clueless? Ten things.

1. The Islam-savvy are familiar with the history of the 1,400-year Islamic Jihad.
Unlike the Islam-clueless, they know how Islam, through the centuries, has been imposed, by the sword,
on numerous non-Islamic peoples and cultures. It comes as no surprise to the Islam-savvy to learn that
more than a quarter billion people have, through the centuries, lost their lives thanks to Islam.

2. The Islam-savvy are familiar with the Koran and its structure. They know that the
Koran is composed of an out-of-sequence hodgepodge of chapters dating from Muhammad's early
career (the so-called Meccan Koran,) and from his later years as a belligerent warlord (the so-called
Medinan Koran). The "peaceful" verses of the Meccan Koran are superseded by the Verses of the Sword
in the Medinan Koran, in compliance with Islam's Doctrine of Abrogation. The Islam-clueless are
unaware of this.

3. The Islam-savvy know the Truth about Muhammad. The Islam-clueless are oblivious to
the content of the Hadiths (anecdotes, sayings, traditions) and Sira (biography) of Muhammad that
expose him as a ruthless, merciless, lying tyrant and murderer, with morals and ethics that would make
Hitler blush.

4. The Islam-savvy are familiar with Sharia law and how it is in complete contradiction to
American law and common decency. The Islam-clueless fall for the heinous lie that Sharia law is
compatible with the American Constitution.

5. The Islam-savvy are able to distinguish good from evil and recognize Islam as the very
embodiment of evil. The Islam-clueless, like the Left as a whole, worship at the altar of Political
Correctness, Multiculturalism, Moral Relativism, and the Cult of Diversity. They consider Islam, despite
its scriptures' complete opposition to the Golden Rule and its death penalty for apostasy, beyond
reproach and therefore off-limits to critics, to whom they append the assinine and discredited label of
Islamophobe. The Islam-clueless thus bow down to Sharia's anti-blasphemy laws - a direct threat to our
First Amendment rights (Freedom of Speech).

6. The Islam-savvy are familiar with Islam's Doctrines of Deception and therefore do
not automatically believe everything that Muslims tell them. The Islam-clueless are unfamiliar with
these powerful doctrines (taqiyya, kitman, tawriya, muruna, and tafsir) and swallow just about
everything that Muslims dish up for them.

7. The Islam-savvy recognize that Islam is primarily a brutal, totalitarian,

supremacist political ideology, the aim of which has always been to subjugate the entire world
under Islam and Sharia law. Blind to this reality, the Islam-clueless think Islam is a benign religion just
like any other, and even foolishly pursue Interfaith Dialogue with Muslims.

8. The Islam-savvy know that there is no such thing as Moderate Islam or

Moderate Muslims - there are only practicing and non-practicing Muslims. The Islam-clueless are
oblivious to the fact that all mosques the world over preach and teach the selfsame hate-filled, rabidly
anti-Semitic Islamic scriptures, all of it binding on all practicing Muslims. Tampering with these scriptures
is apostasy, punishable by death. Thus, Islam cannot be "reformed."

9. The Islam-savvy understand the Islamic Jihad in all its manifestations. The Islamclueless are oblivious to the fact that there are two kinds of Jihad: Violent Jihad ("terrorism") and the far
more dangerous, multipronged Stealth Jihad - the insidious invasion of Islamic insurgents and influencepeddlers into practically every American institution, enabled by the Islam-clueless laboring as "useful
idiots" for Islam. The practice of some form of Jihad is an absolute religious obligation for practicing
Muslims - they believe they cannot reach heaven without engaging in it.

10. The Islam-savvy use their knowledge to educate others with the truth about

Islam. The Islam-clueless, through willful ignorance and suicidal behavior, leave you, your family - in
fact all Americans - exposed to the mortal dangers of Islam's now-rapidly-escalating Third Great Jihad.*

* The First Great Jihad, which commenced with the advent of Islam in the 7th century AD, was a veritable blitzkrieg

that resulted
in the conquest for Islam of lands stretching from the borders of China and India, across Central Asia, the Middle East, North Africa,
Sicily, and the Iberian Peninsula, to the Pyrenees. This early Muslim expansion was finally brought to a halt at the Battle of Tours
(Poitiers) in France in 732, and the subsequent expulsion of the Muslims from Spain in 1492. The Second Great Jihad began with
the rise of the Ottoman Empire, beginning in 1299; it began to decline at the Gates of Vienna in 1683, and was finally dissolved in
1923. The Third Great Jihad took off in the early 20th century, with the advent of Wahhabi Islam and the establishment of the
Muslim Brotherhood, and has dangerously accelerated due to the discovery of oil in the Middle East, the development of weapons
of mass destruction, the Internet, and the world-wide trend toward Leftism.

